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November 12, 2017: Balance Within 

Thematic Integration:   

Balance: The Practice of Grace 

 

Core Concepts:  

Finding calm spaces helps us find balance within and notice the gifts that surround us always.  

 

Key Words/ Phrases:  

Balance, Grace, Peaceful 

 

Gathering Circle and Chalice Lighting (10 minutes)  

As children arrive, invite them to make a circle around the chalice table and to each 

choose a stone.  

Model for participants how they might hold the stone quietly in their hand, feeling all the 

bumps and cracks while others check-in. Invite everyone to take a breath.  

Our church is a very special place. Our chalice helps to remind us that this time 

and this place is safe and sacred, and reminds us to be loving and kind to one 

another. Each week, we will begin by making space for each of us to share a word 

or two about what you are bringing into this space—what are you holding in your 

hearts today? Maybe it is excitement, or worry, or sadness or even silliness. 

Whatever you are bringing, we welcome you here.  

Remind children that if they don’t feel like sharing, they are welcome to place their stone 

on the chalice table silently. Model for the participants how to participate in this activity 

by saying, “My name is_____, and today I am bringing with me______ (sadness, 

excitement, etc.).” Place your stone around the chalice. Thank participants after all have 

had the chance to share. Feel free to add another stone for that which is unspoken, but we 

carry in our hearts.  

 All around the world, Unitarian Universalists of all ages light chalices when they 

gather together. Now we will light the chalice, the symbol of our Unitarian 

Universalist faith and say together our opening words.  

Light the chalice, or invite a participant to light the chalice, speaking these words (ask the 

group to join you if you have posted them): 
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We light this chalice to celebrate 
Unitarian Universalism 

This is the church of the open mind 
This is the church of the helping hands 
This is the church of the loving heart.  

Together we care for the Earth and work for friendship and peace in 
our world.   

 TransitionTip: Spend a few minutes before moving on to describe the activities for the 

rest of your time together.  

 

Introducing Core Concepts: Balancing Acts (10 Minutes)  

Gather the children in a circle—tell them that today’s lesson is going to introduce 

November’s theme: Balance: The Practice of Grace. Ask:  

What do you think we mean by balance? What about Grace?  

Take out a sheet of paper and show the children how to hold it on top of a flat hand. Tell 

them that the object of the game is to pass the piece of paper around the circle as quickly 

as possible, without dropping it.  

Rules:  

• they have to stay glued to their spot (if they are sitting, they have to remain seated, 

if they are standing, their feet have to remain planted),  

• hands have to remain flat.  

See if the group can get the piece of paper around the circle more than once without it 

dropping. As they work, help them make observations about what works and what 

doesn’t.  

This game is all about finding the right balance. Moving the piece of paper 

around requires attention and focus, and sometimes moving too fast doesn’t 

really work, but too slow might not work either. You might even say that 

balancing this piece of paper requires Grace.  
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Can you think of any other examples where you might need to find just the right 

balance? (examples might be playing an instrument or sport, or even when you 

are in a rush—you might want to move quickly, but not so quickly that you are 

careless or reckless)  

Sometimes, we might feel like our lives are too busy, or maybe we aren’t having 

enough opportunities for joy, or we work too much or not enough—we might say 

then that our lives are out of balance. Has this ever happened to you? How do 

you feel when your life is out of balance? What do you do to help you get your 

life back into balance?  

Digging Deeper- Story- May Sarton (10 minutes) 

Tell participants that they are going to hear a story about May Sarton and the way that 

she sought to bring more balance into her life. Ask the children, as they listen, to imagine 

themselves into the story. What might they feel? What might they do? 

 

There once was an inquisitive, thoughtful girl named May. She was born in 

Belgium, about 100 years ago. She lived there only a few years until the German 

invasion in 1914. Fleeing Europe, May Sarton and her family came to live in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, where May’s father became a professor. 

 

When she was ten, May’s friend Barbara brought her to a Unitarian church. She 

liked the minister very much. She liked listening to his sermons. One day she heard 

him say something that would stay with her for the rest of her life: “Go into the 

inner chamber of your soul—and shut the door.” These words would be with her 

always. 

 

As May grew older, her love of poetry and writing grew. She also loved acting in 

the theater. Once her poetry was known, she began to tour the country doing 

poetry readings and lectures all around the country. She traveled to Santa Fe, New 

Mexico, where she met and fell in love with a woman named Judith. 

 

Judith and May loved one another. With Judith, May felt for the first time what it 

meant to be home with someone. But May also felt a need to be by herself, too. 
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After the death of her parents she went to be alone to contemplate and write in a 

house in New Hampshire. And this is why we are talking about her now. 

 

It was there in the solitude of that house that she could do what the Unitarian 

minister so long ago told her to do. She could go into the inner chamber of her 

soul. And go she did. Her book, Journal of Solitude, which she wrote there begins, 

“I am here alone for the first time in weeks, to take up my ‘real’ life again at 

last.…Without the interruptions, nourishing and maddening, this life would 

become arid. Yet I taste it fully only when I am alone.” 

 

Alone, she was free to look deeply into her life. She explored inside herself. She 

paid close attention to what she was thinking and feeling. Her quiet noticing 

brought her to joyful understanding—revelations about herself, her life, and life 

itself. 

 

May wrote, “If one looks long enough at almost anything, looks with absolute 

attention at a flower, a stone, the bark of a tree, grass, snow, a cloud, something 

like revelation takes place.” It is these words, in which she directs us to look with 

absolute attention, that we focus on today. As we look deeply at anything in nature, 

any part of life, we can see within it a miracle unfolding or the whisper of a 

miracle already unfolded. 

 

Like May Sarton, by paying close attention, we may find miracles. They are all 

around us, waiting to be revealed. Will we draw the miracles we see? Write about 

them, like May Sarton, perhaps to share with others? It may be enough simply to 

know miracles. Let them feed our awe and wonder at the universe and our place in 

it. 

Demonstrating Knowledge: Mini-retreat (20 minutes) 
Children are going to be challenged, like May Sarton, to find miracles in objects around 

them.  

During some Coming of Age ceremonies in UU churches, 9th grade youth are 

asked to participate in a Wilderness Retreat; spending at minimum 4 hours in the 

wilderness with nothing but a journal and a few snacks and water. During this 

time, youth are asked to reflect on their own lives and, perhaps, the miracles in the 
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nature that surrounds them. Some choose to write poems or stories or letters to 

loved ones, others may choose to doodle or create works of art.  

Today, you will be going to go on a mini-wilderness retreat with a few 

adaptations: You will only have to go on this silent retreat for 10 minutes, and you 

will have to observe nature from inside (unless the weather allows for your group 

to venture outdoors). You will also be given an object to focus on for the retreat: in 

this basket are pieces of paper, each with a picture of a different object on it (like a 

tree, a cloud, etc.). Your job will be to focus on this object and reflect upon it: 

What does the object mean to you? What miracles can be found within it? What do 

you notice by paying close attention?   

You can choose how you want to document your reflections: in words or pictures 

or any way that speaks to you as long as you do not disturb others who are also 

engaged in this silent retreat. 

Make sure each child has paper and other supplies they need for their chosen activity. 

Ask each child to find a spot where they are apart from the other children. They can use 

the alcove, different corners of the classroom, the Dietrich Room, the Young Room and 

the hallway. Some may choose to sit by a window, but they must tell the teachers where 

they are going to be and they must stay there. Time this activity and monitor children by 

moving between them as they work. RE staff will be available to help monitor.  

When the 10 minutes are up, use the rainstick to call the children back and invite children 

to share their reflections 

 

Guiding Questions:  

What object did you have? What miracles did you find?  

What else did you notice? How did it feel to be silent for 10 minutes?  

How can silence help you live a more balanced life? 
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Closing the Circle (5 minutes) 

When children are done, ask them to rejoin the chalice circle. Ask participants to find 

their stone on the table, and to think of one thing that they are taking with them from the 

lesson today, then to return their stone back in the basket. Model for them by saying, 

“One thing that I am taking with me today is… (ex.) energy, hope, new friends, this art 

project, a new idea, etc.)   

Ask the children to take a breath and to say (or repeat) the closing words:  

Grateful to be, grateful to be here, grateful to be here together now. 

 Blow the chalice out together.  
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Session at-a-glance 

Activity Time 

(min) 

Supplies 

Gathering 

Circle/ Chalice 

Lighting 

10  

✓ Chalice, candle, and lighter or LED/battery-operated candle 

✓ stones 

Introducing 

Core Concepts 

10 ✓ Paper 

 

Digging 

Deeper 

10 ✓ Story (in document) 

Demonstrating 

Knowledge         

20 ✓ Paper slips in basket 

✓ Paper, pencils, markers 

 

Closing the 

Circle 

5 ✓ Chalice 

✓ stones 

Total 55  

 


